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ABSTRACT
In addition to vital functions, more subsidiary functions are being expected from wearable devices. The wearable technology thus
far has achieved the ability to maintain homeostasis by continuously monitoring physiological signals. The quality of life improves
if, through further developments of wearable devices to detect, announce, and even control unperceptive or noxious signals from
the environment. Soft materials based on photonic engineering can fulfil the abovementioned functions. Due to the flexibility and
zero-power operation of such materials, they can be applied to conventional wearables without affecting existing functions. The
achievements to freely tailoring a broad range of electromagnetic waves have encouraged the development of wearable systems
for independent recognition/manipulation of light, pollution, chemicals, viruses and heat. Herein, the role that photonic engineering
on a flexible platform plays in detecting or reacting to environmental changes is reviewed in terms of material selection, structural
design, and regulation mechanisms from the ultraviolet to infrared spectral regions. Moreover, issues emerging with the evolution
of the wearable technology, such as Joule heating, battery durability, and user privacy, and the potential solution strategies are
discussed. This article provides a systematic review of current progress in wearable devices based on photonic structures as well
as an overview of possible ubiquitous advances and their applications, providing diachronic perspectives and future outlook on the
rapidly growing research field of wearable technology.
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1

Introduction

Multifunctional wearable systems on human skin are capable
of detecting subtle physiological changes that occur gradually
in daily life through real-time monitoring, thus facilitating
drug delivery and/or implementation of appropriate therapies
based on the diagnosis of the corresponding symptoms [1–4].
This integrated care helps maintain homeostasis, which is an
essential element of life support through rapid treatment of
acute symptoms and continuous management of chronic
diseases. Furthermore, functional materials such as dynamic gels
and biopolymers show unprecedented potential for smart
skins with a variety of tunable properties including mechanical
strength, toughness, viscoelasticity, self-healing, and ionic
conductivity [5–7]. Despite the efficient capabilities of existing
wearable technologies, these skin-interfaced devices, embedded
under a flexible patch, mainly facilitate monitoring of internal
signals from human beings. A wearable device can obtain
information such as glucose levels, temperature, blood pressure,
and oxygen saturation via vital signs (i.e., respiration rate and
Address correspondence to ymsong@gist.ac.kr

electrocardiography) [8–15]. However, the detection of rapid
environmental changes, such as abnormal weather and pandemic pathogens, exceeds the range of human physiological
adaptation and, thus, can be realized by external monitoring.
Furthermore, by supplementing the lopsided build and function
of existing wearable devices, external and internal signal
management solutions that quickly detect external stimuli and
enable preemptive internal actions must be provided.
Recent advances in photonic structures and materials have
opened up the possibility of detecting and managing external
environmental stimuli such as light, pollutants, chemicals,
viruses, and heat, even on flexible substrates [16–30]. These
photonic structures are used for optical sensing over ultraviolet
(UV) to visible (Vis) spectral regions, and for wearable heat
control and ubiquitous applications in the mid- to far-infrared
(IR) spectral regions. In this regard, several types of photonic
structures are introduced on flexible substrates for integration
and use in wearables. For instance, in colorimetric sensing,
visible signals (280–800 nm) are detected, indicating changes
in the external environment, enabling intuitive detection in
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real time without additional processing and analysis [31–38].
The applications include chemical and virus detection for the
intuitive protection of wearable device users [24, 39–44]. The
radiative cooling strategy, which independently operates across
solar (280–2,500 nm) and far-IR spectral ranges (8–13 μm),
addresses device heating and battery power issues [45–49]. Recent
achievements in mid- and far-IR plasmonic engineering (2–20 μm)
have also contributed significantly to the security and safety of
next-generation devices offering undercover operation and IR
sensing [50–53].
This review discusses state-of-the-art technology for detecting/
managing external environmental stimuli using flexible photonic
structures and materials and highlights the convergence of
these optical/thermal schemes with flexible wearable devices.
Section 2 presents the concept of total internal/external care
with external environmental stimuli. Sections 3–5 introduce
photonic structures and multifunctional applications on flexible
substrates and wearable devices, recently reported radiative
cooling structures, and recent ubiquitous techniques on flexible
substrates. This review ends with a strategy for the development of
a fully integrated multifunctional internal/external care wearable
system with future directions and opportunities for external
environmental stimulus detection for flexible/wearable devices.

2 External photonic structures for surrounding
monitoring/management
The human body must detect and respond to changes in its
internal and external environments, because human body
conditioning needs to be carefully controlled for it to function
effectively and survive. Human organs and tissues react
sensitively to external stimuli and sometimes suffer minor or
severe damage. For example, environmental factors such as

temperature and noise level can change the heart rate. Acid
rain and pollution from industrialized areas are typically
associated with a high incidence of infections and respiratory
diseases such as chronic lung disease. Beyond the self-action
of the human body, proactive internal care through external
sensing and management is likely to become a primary
prevention mechanism against human disease.
Figure 1 provides a broad overview of external/internal care
configured with external photonic structures for the detection
and management of external environmental stimuli. In recent
decades, wearable devices for internal healthcare have been
actively studied, and several researchers have highlighted
wearable devices having specific functions [15, 54–58]. Early
advances in epidermal wearable sensing platforms focused on
single analyte detection using a wide range of target analytes
[59–63]. These devices were made using stress-resistant
materials and sensor structures to achieve a high degree of skin
conformability, which is essential for reliable sweat sampling
during exercise, such as in tattoo-type platforms [64–68]. Recent
advances in flexible hybrid electronics and microfluidics
have resulted in a new class of physiological and biochemical
sensors that non-invasively capture and investigate biofluids
such as sweat, tears, and saliva [14, 54, 69–71]. In particular, the
state of the art in wearable colorimetric and electrochemical
sweat detection technology emphasizes the convergence of these
detection modalities and epidermal electronic and physiological
monitoring [55, 69, 72, 73]. The proposed hybrid biochemical/
physiological monitoring system opens a wide range of
possibilities for a fully integrated multimode physical biochemical
wearable system [4, 74].
In conventional clinics, numerous light-based diagnostic
and treatment devices are routinely used. These devices have a
familiar format, such as an object that is mounted on a wall or

Figure 1 External/internal care facilitated through wearable devices capable of external interaction on environmental stimulus such as light, pollution,
chemicals, thermal and virus, etc. (left-top) External interactions on the wearable device enable adaptive healthcare by fusion with recently advanced
internal devices such as multiple analytes monitoring and light-based monitoring and therapy (left-bottom). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [74],
© American Chemical Society 2017; Ref. [17], © Jang, K.-I. et al. 2017; Ref. [19], © American Chemical Society 2019; Ref. [21], © WILEY-VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 2017; and Ref. [57], © Springer Nature Limited 2020, respectively. Light-based photonic structures classified into two
optical and thermal regions (right): 1) optical sensing in UV and real-time human eye detection in visible region, ultraviolet dosimeter, gas detection, and
colorimetric sensing detection of chemicals, virus, temperature, etc.; and 2) thermoregulation in the far-IR region, radiative cooler and IR covert designs.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [16], © WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 2016; Ref. [98], © WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim 2020; Ref. [97], © American Chemical Society 2019; and Ref. [129], © WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 2018,
respectively.
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placed next to a patient's bed. However, many new ideas have
recently been proposed for the realization of implantable or
wearable functional devices [75–77]. Many advances have been
made with the development of multifunctional materials for
photonic healthcare devices [57]. For typical healthcare monitoring,
photonic diagnosis through pulse oximetry uses light-emitting
diodes and photodetectors (PDs) to detect light absorption in
peripheral blood [78]. Representative phototherapeutic methods
include photothermal therapy, where photo-induced thermal
ablation is used on diseased tissues, and photodynamic therapy,
which uses reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced by photosensitizers [79, 80]. In addition, photobiomodulation uses light
stimulation of mitochondrial chromophores to produce nitric
oxide (NO), ROS, and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) [81].
Highly developed internal healthcare devices with functions
such as monitoring, drug delivery, and therapy can be integrated
for preemptive care in conjunction with external sensing. External/
internal care systems can be used in several flexible/wearable
forms such as scopolamine and transdermal patches, which
can be directly attached to the affected human body or organs
for disease/drug monitoring and therapy without interfering with
a person’s daily activities. Around us, external environmental
factors such as light, pollution, chemicals, viruses, and heat that
may have minor or major effects on the human body must be
continuously detected and managed. From this point of view,
we highlight an overview of the state-of-the-art photonic
applications for external detection and management of the
external environmental factors on flexible/wearable devices.
Multifunctional photonic structures provide vast information
using signals that range from UV to far-IR region for protection
against external stimuli. The following content highlights the
most advanced preliminary health status/diagnosis systems,
which comprise light-based photonic structures classified
into two electromagnetic wave regions: 1) real-time human eye
detection in the visible region (colorimetric sensing of chemicals,
viruses, temperature, etc.) and 2) thermoregulation in the
mid- and far-IR regions (radiative cooler, IR encoding/decoding).

3 Photonic structures for external monitoring
in UV–Vis–NIR range
In nature, photonic structures have been observed in living
organisms that have evolved over millions of years to create
a colorful natural world. In particular, the photonic features
observed in certain natural organisms, such as butterflies and
beetles, produce brilliant colors depending on the surrounding
environment [82, 83]. These concomitant colors are caused by
visible light interference due to micro/nanoscale structures
that are optically affected by the external environment [84].
Radical threats, including hazardous substances from industrialization and infectious diseases spreading worldwide, are
overwhelming human adaptability and/or immunity, further
emphasizing the need for external monitoring. Inspired by
nature, the surrounding dependency of the structural coloring
scheme provides possibilities for visual monitoring of various
external environmental stimuli.
Typically, photonic crystals are highly ordered structures with
lattice parameters in the wavelength range of the propagating
light. Their optical and geometrical properties lead to the
formation of a photonic energy band structure, which can
allow or inhibit the propagation of electromagnetic waves
in a limited frequency range. These unique properties have
attracted much interest in the study of artificial photonic
structures for structural color applications [85]. The combination
of design methods for typical sophisticated photonic crystal

structures relies on highly ordered structures and/or periodically
ordered structures. Therefore, complex structural or material
modifications are required to deal with various external changes
that affect key optical properties such as refractive index and
thickness [86]. Moreover, the complex assembly of precisely
aligned nano/microstructures and diverse materials to achieve
optically high sensitivity limits the uniform color and stable
response of various shapes/surfaces [87].
Recent advances in nanofabrication and ingenious approaches
to structural color have opened up possibilities of photonic
structures for sensitive color change in response to external
environmental stimuli in diverse shapes/surfaces. In this
section, we summarize the different types of photonic structures
applicable to flexible substrates and wearable devices. We
classify photonic structures according to the color development
mechanisms of additive and subtractive colors and review
their optical and chromaticity properties. For external monitoring
applications, we compare the performances of representative
photonic-structure-based colorimetric sensors, and introduce
various photonic structures for multifunctional detection.
3.1 Spectrally responsive photonic structures on flexible
substrates
Over the past decade, numerous materials have been developed
for wearable devices with properties such as deformability,
flexibility, and stretchability. Flexible materials enable the
convergence of applications by providing a substrate for an
integrated system of various sensors or structures whose
applications were limited with conventional rigid substrates.
In this section, the various types of photonic structures
implemented on materials that enable the flexibility of wearable
devices are discussed, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In particular, the
structural color characteristics of photonic structures, including
multilayers, inverse opal structures, ultrathin layers, and micro/
nano-arrays, on flexible substrates according to different coloring
mechanisms are described in detail.
The coloring mechanism consists of two main types: additive
and subtractive colors. The additive color mechanism creates
a new color by adding one set of wavelengths to another.
Additive color mixing occurs when light of different wavelengths
is mixed. In additive colors, the primary colors are red, green,
and blue (RGB), forming an area of RGB gamut in the CIE
color coordinate system (CIE 1931 standard observer). Typically,
the structural color by the transmission/reflection peaks in
the visible spectrum follows the additive color mechanism
(Fig. 2(b)). In contrast, the subtractive color mechanism creates
a new color by the removal of wavelengths from light with a
broad wavelength spectrum. Subtractive color mixing occurs
when we mix paints, dyes, or pigments. In subtractive colors,
the primary colors are cyan, magenta, and yellow (CMY),
forming an area of CMY gamut in the CIE color coordinate
system. Conventionally, the structural color by the transmission/
reflection dips in the visible spectrum follows the subtractive
coloring mechanism (Fig. 2(c)).
3.1.1

Additive coloring structures

To generate clear coloration using additive color mixing,
numerous flexible light interference methods have been
introduced, such as multi-stacking structural [88], inverse opal
structures [85, 89], and nanostructure array [90]. For example,
Chung et al. inspired by Morpho butterfly wings, stacked eight
pairs of TiO2 and SiO2 layers, resulting in clear and flexible
coloration with reflectance peaks (Fig. 2(d)).
In other words, using regularly arranged optical structures,
electromagnetic waves can be strongly modulated by manipulating
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Figure 2 (a) Various types of photonic structures with the flexibility of wearable devices. (b) Additive and (c) Subtractive structural coloration. (d) Morphobutterfly-inspired structure (left). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [88], © WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 2012. Inverse opal
structure (right). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [85], © American Chemical Society 2018. (e) Ultrathin film layer (left). Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [96], © American Chemical Society 2020. Polymer-embedded vertical nanowire arrays (right). Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [97], © American Chemical Society 2019.

the propagation of photons using the photonic band gap
(PBG). For example, Liu et al. placed a periodical arrangement
of the inverse opal structure. By modulating the PBG, the
reflected color shows tunability with non-iridescent (angleinsensitive) structural color properties (Fig. 2(d)). Interestingly,
using this color tunability of PBG materials, Fu et al. inspired
by chameleons showed a dynamically changeable photonic
crystal by modifying the period of the structure for sensing
strain [89]. Over the spectral range, UV light with wavelength
ranging from 10 to 400 nm should be considered because of
its ability to damage DNA or cause skin cancer. Following
these needs for management, the UV light detection technology
has been developed [91–93]. Using the property that UV light
cross-links silk, Wang et al. irradiated UV light into a silk
inverse opal to gradually compress the lattice [93]. Consequently,
the central wavelength of the stop-band decreased linearly with
the blueshift behavior.
3.1.2 Subtractive coloring structures

In the case of subtractive color, several strategies for strong
resonance and selective absorption have been developed,
including coating with highly absorbing material, periodic
arrangement, and multilayer stacking [94–96]. Kats et al.
introduced an ultrathin coating layer for the strong selective
absorption of light [94]. In this work, highly absorbing dielectrics

were applied as a coating layer onto a metal substrate, which
acted as a strong absorber that rapidly attenuated the incident
light. Using this simple concept, Yoo et al. showed an ultrathin
and flexible colorimetric sensor platform by depositing an
absorbing material onto a flexible and thin substrate (Fig. 3(e))
[95. 96]. To sensitively absorb visible light for higher saturation
of coloration, periodic micro arrays of nanostructures can
support the enhancement of color purity. As shown in Fig. 3(e),
the arranged nanowires have a role in selective light absorption
for enhancing color purity [97].
3.2 Externally modulated structures with functional
materials
For practical external monitoring, photonic structures can
allow for a wide-scale colorimetric detection with functional
materials. Colorimetric detection, which converts environmental
changes into visible color changes, is a simple yet effective
detection technique suitable for the development of low-cost
and low-power sensors. An effective approach to colorimetric
detection utilizes the structural color of photonic structures to
create environmentally affected color-changeable materials. In this
section, photonic structures for broad-scale external monitoring
of flexible substrates are introduced. We discuss several
functional photonic structures with detailed comparison of
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Figure 3 (a) Structural color combined with functional materials (e.g., dynamically responsive materials, optically tunable materials, thermo-responsive
materials, mechanically deformable materials) for colorimetric sensing. (b) (1) Humidity sensor using phage materials. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [98], © WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 2020. (2) Refractive index senor using highly lossy porous medium. Reproduced with
permission. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [96], © American Chemical Society 2020. (3) Temperature sensing by thermal color indicator.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [27], © Choe, A. et al. 2018. (4) Chemical/pollutant sensing using polymer multilayer. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [100], © Elsevier B.V. 2020. (5) Mechanical strain sensor using hydrogel. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [107], © American Chemical Society
2018. (6) Acoustic vibration sensor. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [108], © WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 2019.

their colorimetric detection performance.
3.2.1

Dynamically responsive materials

To detect humid atmospheric environments, several approaches
have been suggested, including nanofibrous virus materials
[98], hydrogels [34], and multi-layered organic materials [99].
Basically, sensing the external environment via color change
requires a dynamic layer that contributes to structural color
generation. For example, Yoo et al. introduced an M13
bacteriophage of fibrous virus that expands with increasing
humidity as a sensing layer [98]. To detect this expansion as
a color change, a resonating layer was used. Furthermore, the
ultrathin scale of the virus layer enabled high-speed sensing.
Finally, as depicted in Fig. 3(b), the patterned humidity sensor
shows a dynamic response corresponding to humidity change.
For practical applications including the detection of chemicals
and pollutants, virus-coated ultrathin colorimetric sensors
have been successfully tested on the parts-per-billion scale for
detecting volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and endocrine
disrupting chemicals (EDCs). Moreover, as a strategic approach
for humidity and chemical detection, hydrogel and polymer
multilayers have been designed for fast detection of relative
humidity and chemical gas [34, 99]. As a successful demonstration, Jung et al. used a recyclable, chromophore-free
flexible multilayer for the sub-parts-per-million-scale vaporphase colorimetric detection of diethyl chlorophosphate (DCP),
a nerve agent mimic, with humidity control sensitivity [100].
In addition, as a co-assembly approach proposed by Bai et al.,
owing to its high flexibility due to the plasticizing effect,
a cellulose nanocrystal film could detect various external

stimuli including compression and contents of ethanol and
alkali through color change [101]. The resonance/interference
condition of the suggested structure was changed by the expansion/
shrinkage of the organic layer, resulting in humidity sensing
through dynamic color change. As another strategy, GallegoGómez et al. presented an artificial three-dimensional opal
structure for detection humidity. Due to the vaporized water,
the opal spaces were gradually filled and this increased the
average refractive index, leading to a change in the photonic
bandgap [102].
3.2.2

Optically tunable materials

For more universal detection, multifunctional photonic structures
have been introduced, such as thin-film resonators [96], inverse
opal structures [103], and nano-hole arrays [86]. Generally,
the sensing of refractive index is based on the change of the
phase shift and interference condition. For example, Yoo et al.
developed a simple and tunable refractive index sensor with
a thin-film resonator [96]. By applying the absorbing layer
onto the metal layer, the phase shift of the reflected light is
amplified, resulting in a sensitive change in the resonating
condition. Because the resonance condition can be easily
controlled over the visible wavelength range, the changed
resonating condition manifested as a visible color response.
For a more drastic color change, several structures have been
suggested, including periodic nanostructures (inverse opal
and nano-hole array). Kim et al. introduced an inverse opal
structure based on the silk material and showed the color
change by changing the bandgap frequency [103]. Because the
distance or index contrast change induces a bandgap frequency
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change, the dimension of the inverse opal structure determines
the refractive index sensing condition.
3.2.3 Thermoresponsive materials

As another type of multifunctional colorimetric sensors, several
thermoresponsive colorimetric sensors have been developed
by controlling the optical resonance condition corresponding to
temperature change. To control the thermoresponsive reaction
under thermal stimuli, poly (nisopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM)
[27], quantum dots (QDs) [104], and carbon dots (CDs) [105]
have been used to manipulate resonating conditions. For
example, Choe et al. showed a color shift between red and
grayish violet with a peak shift of 176 nm based on reversibly
swollen and shrunken behavior [27]. The physically dynamic
change induced a plasmonic resonance condition change
resulting in a gradual shift of color. Furthermore, the
modulating fluorescent condition of QDs has also been
introduced. Jiang et al. showed a thermoresponsive property by
mixing blue fluorescent polyurethane (PU) and green-yellow
fluorescent CDs [104]. By adjusting the ratio of CDs to PU,
the fluorescence of the PU/CD composite decreased, whereas
the blue component did not change. Furthermore, Zhang et al.
developed a dual-emitting fluorescent phosphor by grafting
SrAl2O4, Eu2+, Dy3+ onto CDs using a core shell process; this
phosphor showed a color change due to thermal stimuli from 243
to 383 K [106]. Detailed comparison of specification, structure,
and material information for humidity, refractive index,
temperature, and chemical sensors is shown in Table 1.
3.2.4

Mechanically deformable materials

Additionally, based on the principle of colorimetric sensing
through modulated resonating/interference conditions, there
are also many other functional and useful applications [87,
107, 108]. For example, based on the conversion of a metal
to its hydride, which induces mechanical expansion, hydrogen
gas sensors have been fabricated. Duan et al. demonstrated a
hydrogen sensor based on magnesium (Mg), which can react
with hydrogen molecules to produce metallic hydride (i.e.,
MgH2) [87]. Because the volume expansion of Mg induces a
change in the plasmonic condition, the plasmonic display
changes color. As can be seen in the example above, the
mechanical change causes the resonance condition to change.
Park et al. showed a strain-sensitive structural color sensor [107].
By combining the mechanochromic bilayer of ionic gel, based
on the presence of an ionic liquid as a block copolymer
domain with a one-dimensional (1D) periodic lamella, the
mechanical strain was directly visualized. With a strategic
design of the optical resonating layer, interesting and useful
Table 1

colorimetric sensing applications have been reported. For
instance, Kim et al. demonstrated a colorimetric acoustic vibration
sensor using close-packed polystyrene (PS) beads. To induce
sufficient color change of the PS bead structure, a stretchable
substrate is introduced, which shows the areal strain by direct
current (DC) bias. Using this platform, corresponding to the
frequency of the acoustic wave, the reflected color showed a
drastic color change [108].

4

IR management

Driven by the desire to advance our understanding of human
physiology, wearable devices have been applied for various
purposes, including miniaturization, optimization of battery power
and working lifetime, and enhancement of biocompatibility.
However, the portable technology faces the inevitable problem
of Joule heating as the heat generation of the devices increases
with increasing integration density [111]. It limits the performance and reliability of mobile devices, as heat induces
energy consumption, aging, and failure in user comfort [112].
In addition, in a wearable device that is in close contact with
the skin, the accumulated heat leads to inaccurate signal
acquisition from the body. Accordingly, there is a critical need
to develop effective thermal management strategies, especially
for small-sized devices.
Thermal energy is characterized by the Stefan–Boltzmann
law, P = εσT4, where ε is the emissivity of the object, σ is the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature of the
surface. All objects with a surface temperature above absolute
zero (−273.15 °C) emit electromagnetic radiation, which is
proportional to their intrinsic temperature [113]. When the
temperature of the object is fixed at ambient temperature
(~ 22 °C), the thermal radiation energy primarily arises
from the IR wavelength of 8–25 μm [114]. Therefore, one can
engineer the heat dissipation of the device by regulating the
IR radiation of the materials.
Furthermore, IR-spectrum engineering is accompanied
by the ubiquitous modern technology of IR stealth [115, 116],
anti-counterfeiting [117, 118], detection [119, 120], and optical
holography [113, 121]. The advent of thermally imperceptible
property promises to satisfy security and confidentiality,
which has attracted increasing attention for many commercial
and surveillance applications [114, 117, 122–124]. Owing to the
scalability of Maxwell’s equation, microstructure engineering
can be extended to other electromagnetic spectra from visible to
microwave regimes. This inspired many scientists to develop
structural-engineering-based devices for thermal camouflage,
which is expected to contribute to the development of

Photonic structure based colorimetric sensor

Structure

Material

Type

Color model

Wavelength range (nm)

Sensitivity

Multilayer

TiO2 /P(AM-MBA)

Humidity

Additive

426–668

~ 500 ms

Reference
[99]

Tri-layer

M13 Phage/Ge/Au

Humidity

Subtractive

475–625

~ 110 ms

[98]

Opal

SiO2

Humidity

Additive

475–625

~ 60 ms

[102]

Inverse opal

Silk

Refractive index

Additive

550–700

430 nm/RIU

[103]

Thin-film

Ge/Au

Refractive index

Subtractive

513–600

—

[96]

Nanotemplate

Au/AAO

Refractive index

Subtractive

500–625

348 nm/RIU

[86]

Nanosphere

SiO2

Temperature

Additive

500–631

15.7–30.2 °C

[109]

Nanoparticle

Au/PNIPAM/PAAm

Temperature

Subtractive

545–721

24–45 °C

[27]
[110]

Multilayer

PpMs/PNIPAM

Temperature

Additive

410–710

23–49 °C

Tri-layer

M13 Phage/Ge/Au

Chemical/pollutant

Subtractive

475–625

10 ppb (VOCs, EDCs)

[98]

Nanoparticle

Cellulose

Chemical/pollutant

Additive

345–601

0.1 g/L (ethanol)

[101]

Multilayer

P(VC-co-BPA)

Chemical/pollutant

Additive

540–630

4 ppm (DCP)

[100]
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next-generation soft covert wearables. Here, we summarize
the state of the art on IR management for thermoregulation
and IR encoding/decoding with regard to portable device
applications.
4.1

Passive radiative cooling

Passive radiative cooling is effective as it can address issues
related to not only device heating but also battery power. This
strategy involves the tailoring of the electromagnetic spectrum
in the solar (300–2,500 nm) and far-IR spectral ranges (8–13 μm)
to minimize heat gain and maximize outgoing thermal radiation,
thus enabling cooling without energy consumption [125–128].
Radiative cooling has an immemorial history; the Saharan
silver ants can withstand the hottest terrestrial environments
on Earth by effectively resisting overheating from the sun and
their own IR radiation [3]. The bodies of the ants are covered
by dense arrays of triangular hair that enhance solar reflectivity
and increase IR emissivity. The photonic structure and underlying physical mechanisms have provided an abundant source
of inspiration for the design of novel optical structures. These

include multilayer thin-film structures, microtextured surfaces,
porous polymers, and microparticles embedded in flexible
substrates, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
Lee et al. used a thin Si3N4/SiO2 thermal emission layer on
an Al foil and obtained cooling at around 11 °C on a smart
watch. They first demonstrated a colored passive radiative cooler
that possesses structural softness and enables application to
flexible devices without affecting the visual esthetics (Fig. 4(b))
[129]. In order to achieve additional potential of radiative coolers
for wearable electronics, Zhang et al. obtained a hydrophobic,
flexible, and mechanically superior radiative cooling film. By
mimicking tropical beetles, they fabricated micropyramid
periodic arrayed polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) encapsulating
randomly distributed spherical ceramic particles (e.g., Al2O3,
TiO2, and ZnO). The bioinspired radiative cooling film drops
the temperature of the skin under direct sunlight by around 5 °C
as shown in Fig. 4(c) [46]. In addition to mechanical compliance,
substantial progress has been achieved by Xu et al. They
created recyclable, self-healing, and breathable on-skin electronics
with passive cooling capabilities. The electronics can function

Figure 4 (a) Heat management using the representative photonic structures with a soft material. (b) Passive radiative smart watch cooling using a
multilayer structure. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [129], © WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 2018. (c) Bioinspired cooling
film with a micro-textured structure. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [46], © National Academy of Sciences 2020. (d) On-skin electronics with
passive cooling capabilities, on a porous polymer substrate. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [30], © National Academy of Sciences 2020. (e) PTO with a
radiative cooler for accurate signal acquisition in both indoor and outdoor wearable device applications. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [130],
© WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 2020.
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as electrophysiological sensors (temperature, hydration, and
pressure) and electrical stimulators, as well as deliver a
cooling effect of around 6 °C. The cooling property is inherited
from the porous polystyrene-blockpoly(ethylene-ran-butylene)block-polystyrene (SEBS) substrate, while the multifunctionality
is attributed to the simple fabrication method of spray printing
(Fig. 4(d)) [30]. The approach is more favorable for the
development of future high-throughput electronics as it is
simple, inexpensive, scalable, and multifunctional. Further
thermal management studies in wearable devices were
implemented by Kang et al. They pointed out the importance
of accurate signal acquisition during outdoor activities. They
proposed a device that is a wireless/battery-free and thermally
regulated patch-type tissue oximeter (PTO) with radiative

cooling structures, as illustrated in Fig. 4(e) [130]. A combined
polymer with nano-/micro-voids (polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) and SEBS) exhibited a maximized radiative cooling
performance of 6 °C below the ambient air temperature. Finally,
the proposed PTO device showed stabilized tissue oxygen
saturation (StO2) value even under sunlight exposure as
shown in Fig. 5(e)(right). However, the conventional one showed
~ 13% difference of StO2 value between indoor and outdoor
measurement (Fig. 5(e)(middle)). This result initiates basis study
for far-reaching goal of wearable monitoring electronics—an
accurate signal acquisition at any situation. Various candidate
substances for wearables are briefly summarized in Table 2
based on their cooling performance (i.e., cooling temperature
and power) [30, 46–48, 129, 131, 132].

Figure 5 Recent IR regulation study of (a) chemical/pollutant sensor (reproduced with permission from Ref. [152], © WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim 2018), (b) mechanical strain sensor (reproduced with permission from Ref. [141], © WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim 2011), (c) thermomechanical sensor (rproduced with permission from Ref. [119], © National Academy of Sciences 2017), (d) anti-counterfeiting
technology (reproduced with permission from Ref. [117], © National Academy of Sciences 2018), (e) camouflage for IR covert wearables (reproduced with
permission from Ref. [164], © National Academy of Sciences 2018), and (f) hologram (reproduced with permission from Ref. [121], © WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 2018).
Table 2

Cooling performance of radiative cooler on flexible substrate

Structure

Material

Cooling power
(W/m2)

Cooling
temperature (°C)

Experiment condition

Reference

2

Multilayer

Ag-SiO2-Ag Si3N4/SiO2

—

3.9

800 W/m of solar power and 45 °C
of ambient

[129]

Microstructure

Al2O3 spherical particles in PDMS

90.8

5.1

862 W/m2 of solar power, 32 °C of
ambient, and 22.7% of RH

[46]

Nanotube

SiO2 amorphous alumina nanotubes
on Ag-PDMS

—

4.3

39 °C of ambient

[131]

Membrane

PVDF/TEOS fibers with nanopores
and SiO2 microspheres

61

3.5

Peak solar power of 1,000 W/m2 and
35 °C of ambient

[47]

Porous film

Hierarchically porous (VdF-HFP)HP

96

6

750 W/m2 of solar power and
14.5 °C of ambient

[132]

Porous film

SEBS

70

6

840 W/m2 of solar power

[30]
2

Porous film

Polyethylene (PE) aerogel

70 ± 14

5–6

| www.editorialmanager.com/nare/default.asp

Peak solar power over 1,000 W/m ,
3.5 °C of ambient, and 26% of RH

[48]
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Recent advances and possible applications

Today, the mid- and far-IR spectral range (λ ~ 2–20 μm) is of
particular importance because a wide variety of sensing and
detection systems are applicable in this range [133, 134]. With the
advancements in microfabrication and plasmonics, pioneering
progress has motivated various achievements [135–138] in
information and communication, medical sciences, defense,
chemical and biological sensing, and spectroscopy, among
many others. Despite all recent improvements, there are
several challenges to be overcome for improving the practical
applicability of devices based on IR spectral engineering. In
this section, we introduce recent advances in the engineering
of plasmonics and provide our perspectives on their potential
application for next-generation wearables.
4.2.1

IR sensors

research scope also includes applications in healthcare. For
instance, Chang et al. developed on-chip flexible localized
surface plasmon resonance biosensors for the detection of
cancer cells on nonplanar surfaces [145]. Another research group
fabricated zero-power IR digitizing thermomechanical sensors;
see Fig. 5(c) [119]. The device can detect IR spectral signal
wavelengths ranging from 3 to 14 μm (e.g., the emission peaks
of the heated gases or a burning fire). By using plasmonically
enhanced micromechanical photoswitches, the IR-induced
temperature rise causes a downward bending of the legs through
which signals can be transmitted. The zero-power IR digitizing
thermomechanical sensor offers higher sensitivity than the
state-of-the-art passive- or active-only thermomechanical sensors
as well as overcomes inherent power consumption problems
of active sensors.
4.2.2

The wavelength range from 3 to 20 μm is known as the
“molecular fingerprint” region, because molecules have their
fundamental vibration modes in this part of the electromagnetic
spectrum [139]. Plasmonic engineering in this region has,
thus, been regarded as an effective means for optical analysis
of chemical components, with the benefits of (1) providing
tunable spectral peaks, (2) having alternative technology solutions,
and (3) offering clear operations because sensing is conducted
in atmospheric transparency windows (λ ≈ 3–5 and 8–14 μm),
at which strong absorption by dust, greenhouse gases, and water
vapor is avoided. However, the design of flexible photonics for
plasmonic mid-infrared (MIR) sensors has not yet been widely
explored [140–150]. Here, we summarize recent advances
in flexible IR sensors accompanied by two-dimensional (2D)
materials, IR spectroscopy, nonplanar surfaces, and in-depth
understanding of plasmonics.
Yang et al. reported a new hybridized plasmon–phonon
polariton mode in a graphene/hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN)
material. They explained the plasmonic phenomena as interaction
between a highly localized graphene plasmon electromagnetic
field and the resonant polarization of the monolayer h-BN
lattice [151]. After this report, Hu et al. demonstrated a flexible
and electrically tunable plasmonic device with graphene–mica
heterostructures based on previous research results. Their
device showed different plasmonic resonance frequencies with
respect to changing the chemical Fermi level. The resonance
frequency, strength, quality factor, electrical tunability, and
lifetime of the sensor exhibited no change after 1,000 bending
cycles (Fig. 5(a)) [152]. This device can be applied as a chemical
sensor for the analysis of toxic agents, air and water pollutants,
greenhouse gases, and food and drink products.
MIR sensing also covers analysis of mechanical strain. Aksu
et al. demonstrated flexible plasmonics and metamaterials
on polymeric substrates. They even patterned plasmonic nanostructures fabricated on thin flexible films, which can be
directly transferred and wrapped around nonplanar surfaces,
such as optical fibers (Fig. 5(b)) [141]. By patterning plasmonic
nanoantennas on stretchable polymer films, the optical responses
of the antenna arrays can be actively tuned by mechanical
stretching of the flexible substrate. As a result of the mechanical
strain applied to the fabricated sample, a 160 nm red-shift of
the resonance wavelengths is achieved. The integration of
plasmonics and metamaterials on nonplanar surfaces can lead to
emerging technologies based on flexible photonics/electronics.
The use of wearable devices with IR flexible plasmonic sensors
serves as an effective approach for observational human
research and continuous monitoring of imperceptible toxic
materials from the environment (i.e., such devices allow the
detection of signals beyond the visible spectral range). The

Anti-counterfeiting of wearable devices

In the last few decades, wireless technology has evolved and
facilitated the development of ubiquitous, interconnected
platforms for everyday tasks [153, 154]. However, this technology
has reliability issues, placing importance on lock and key in
order to ensure the authenticity of goods or identities [155–158].
Counterfeiting is one of the major problems that result in
user’s health and safety failure due to low-quality components.
Unawareness makes consumers more vulnerable to threats
such as malware, hazardous materials, excessive emissions,
or explosions [159]. In addition, counterfeiting is a risk to
manufacturers imposing an economic burden on society in all
countries [160–162]. Accordingly, developing anti-counterfeiting
techniques has become an important challenge that can be
overcome through advanced photonic approaches.
Franklin et al. demonstrated a multispectral encoding system
for anti-counterfeiting. They fabricated large-area cavity-coupled
plasmonic materials with tunable absorption throughout the
mid (3–5 μm) and far (8–12 μm) IR waves. By tailoring the
plasmonic structures to maximize the diffraction efficiency, they
implemented a multispectral Quick Response (QR) code, where
images, viewable in the IR spectral domain, are hidden in the
visible domain (Fig. 5(d)) [117]. Lee et al. also suggested spatially
selective emitters based on spoof surface plasmons to obtain
IR anti-counterfeiting. They designed the intriguing emission
features of a selective emitter consisting of a Ag corrugated
pattern on a Si substrate and an IR-transparent encapsulating
layer, i.e., SEBS. Thermal imaging resulted in the detection
of hidden patterns only in the case of the sample with the
SEBS superstrate, wherein plasmonics existed [118]. These IR
microtagging technologies are expected to contribute to the
authentication of secure mobile devices without hindering the
visual esthetics of wearables.
4.2.3

Camouflage for IR covert wearables

Visually imperceptive human assistive devices can provide
new functionalities for serving the user’s rehabilitation process
or supporting disabled parts in the body without discomfort,
altering biomechanics, and obstruction to others. As a supportive
component, camouflage aims to allow for invisibility to adapt
to the natural environment or humans [163]. As an object
can be perceived because of its unique signature of multiple
electromagnetic fields, thermal camouflage regulates IR
radiation [114, 122–124, 164–167].
The earliest camouflage machine was created by scientists at
Harvard University and Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA). They implemented visible and IR camouflage
by changing the color and pattern of microfluidic networks
with a compressed-air source [168]. Zero-power stealth was
also realized by stimulus-responsive photonic engineering
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[116, 123, 164]. Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) is a well-known phase-change
material, which shows the emissivity difference between the
amorphous and crystalline phases within a broad IR wavelength
region (4–12.5 μm) [169]. Qu et al. developed GST-based devices
to match the emissivity of a given object and background and
achieved thermal camouflage for background temperatures
ranging from 30 to 50 °C (Fig. 5(e)) [164]. Recent achievements
using no energy for IR camouflage empower applications in
transparent systems, undercover operations, and soft covert
wearables.
4.2.4 Holograms for observation in hostile environment

Holography is an interference method of recording/decoding
the light waves diffracted by a subject illuminated with coherent
light [170]. In most cases, holography is applied in the visible
range as people prefer to see their beams, e.g., during optical
alignment. However, holography at non-visible wavelengths
(i.e., long-wave infrared (LWIR) ranging from 8 to 15 μm) has
various advantages. The most obvious one is the decrease in
the sensitivity of the holographic setup by reducing vibration
and seismic noise compared to the visible wavelength [171].
This makes LWIR holography more advisable in various fields
such as nondestructive testing [172], aerospace [173–176], and
cultural heritage [177, 178]. Remarkably, LWIR holography
finds application safety insurance as well, where it can be used
to see through smoke and flames [179]. In this subsection,
we discuss the ubiquitous modern approach of holograms for
observing hostile environments in which smoke, flames, and
dust impair visibility [180].
An original application of LWIR holography to reconstruct
a scene or an object located behind or inside smoke has been
proposed by Locatelli et al. [179]. They note that CO2 and H2O
gases absorb at some wavelengths, which are different from
the emission lines of the CO2 laser. Therefore, an interference
laser setup based on such lasers could record a hologram of
objects that is not visible through such gases. Recent advances
in nanotechnology and fabrication enable the continuous
evolution of optical metasurface-based holography [181].
Larouche et al. demonstrated a multilayer, lithographically
patterned metal element, phase hologram in the IR region
(10.6 μm). The metamaterial used in their work consisted of gold
discs. The polarizability of distinct gold discs increases with
the size of the metallic inclusions. Xie et al. suggested a simpler
metasurface-based hologram with enhanced mechanical properties for more applications on wearables. They fabricated
ultrathin holographic metasurfaces with high strength, flexibility,
and ductility. The sample simultaneously produces ultralow
specular reflection and far-IR emission (8–14 μm) by combining
the low emission nature of metal and the photonic spin–orbit
interaction in spatially inhomogeneous structures. The elaborated
design can lead to the reconstruction of the wave front and obtain
holographic images at a wavelength of 10.6 μm (Fig. 5(f)) [121],
which has potential applications in wearable displays, image
storage, and image replication, even in hostile environments.

5 Conclusion
The interaction of natural creatures with surrounding environments has been offering scientists great inspiration to develop
novel photonic structures. These structures have practical
applications for sensing, heat management, and investigation
of some ubiquitous advances for human endeavor. The
structures at the wavelength scale enable the management of a
wide range of electromagnetic spectra. Butterflies and beetles
with hundreds-of-nanometers-sized structures show brilliant
colors depending on the surrounding environment, while the

Saharan silver ant and tropical beetles having surfaces with
combination of micro- and nanometer compositions exhibit
independent control of light and heat. In this review article,
we have covered various studies focused on the light–matter
interaction, from the ultraviolet to far-IR spectrum. Some
practical applications are included in specific spectral range,
however, the achievements exist across the overall range of
electromagnetic spectrum. One can expect to apply the
engineering method of light waves in one domain to another,
thanks to the beauty of Maxwell’s equation.
Wearable/flexible devices are becoming more streamlined
in the form of patches or skins that harmonize with the
wearer’s daily life. Some of these devices require functional
structures for external interactions to provide adaptive internal
care in response to the external environment. Future wearable/
flexible devices will be able to monitor a wide range of external
stimuli in real time, enabling by proactive medical diagnosis
and prevention towards ultimate goal, respect for life. In
addition, it will guarantee safety and happiness of the people
with applying most recent advanced design from various research
fields. The photonic engineering is regarded as breakthrough
tool for traditional material limitations. Indeed, a lot of works
have verified and shown the materials beyond its natural aspect
[182–187]. However, practical appliance of the achievements on
wearable devices have been emerging to tackle some of the critical
challenges rooted in 1) modeling complicity, 2) fabrication
infeasibility or 3) unavailability of device integration. For
instance, 1) the evolution of photonic-based sensors ask more
elaborated design to improve its sensitivity, which could also
result in 2) inaccurate match between the design and fabrication.
Also, 3) the need for a complex interferometric geometry for
recording/decoding holographic image [171, 172, 188] could
be included critical issue for on-field wearable application.
To accommodate the full potential of such external photonic
structures on miniaturized flexible/wearable devices, smart
algorithms/strategies, procedural design and additional theoretical
tool should be developed. Meanwhile, in order to be attached
to the human body and to be utilized, manufacturing on
various surfaces and shapes is required, so that integration
of organic/inorganic components, durability against repetitive
deformation and external environments must be verified.
Finally, as practical device integration requires light, low-cost, and
uncomplicated setup, the multimodality and interdisciplinary
approaches are needed to overcome a fundamental limit exist
in classic research fields. This review article deals with only
the tip of iceberg of the vast field of wearable device related
photonics, while unsolved problems continue to exist, which
stimulates our imagination for the development of new
systems. We appreciate a bunch of research approaches are left
in the field of photonic structures based on wearable related
techniques. Given the wide variety of innovative studies and
tremendous commercial opportunities for wearable devices,
we look forward to exciting new developments for external/
internal care systems in the near future. Beyond the challenges,
the commercial application of wearable devices is expected
to grow rapidly and will facilitate changing and improving
people’s lives.
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